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New World Group was founded as a group of companies that were known in specializing in 
aviation, workforce management and entertainment fields. The idea emerged in the form of New 
World Group in year 2005 where the decided name was New World Travel and Tours (Pvt.) Ltd. 
After the foundation of the company, the brand name has accomplished success as it is 
regarded as Pakistan’s top IATA travel agency. There are many locations that are being covered 
by the New World Group throughout the country. 

The company has evolved as a massive corporation due to its coverage where currently six 
companies have amalgamated with the New World Group. Every company’s objective is to 
adhere upon similar grounds of service excellence consisting of principles and fundamentals as 
set by the initial corporation which has acted a key constituent for New World Group’s ongoing 
success. The companies adding to the name of brand also demonstrated similar success 
patterns and triumphed in their respective fields.

The company’s Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Sohail Nakrawala proudly presented the idea for 
this country. He is a well reputed entrepreneur with 25 year old experience. He stood by his firm 
belief with a motive to see this company excel on success grounds and so does he achieved it 
with proven results. He has secured a reputable position in the industry and achieved numerous 
achievements and awards. The vision of our Chief is to work with devotion and pure dedication 
towards work, which has led the Group to attain a brand name in a short span of time. Mr. 
Nakrawala is also regarded in the list of active members of Travel Agents Association of 
Pakistan (TAAP) whose growth can be seen visibly in numbers against a very short period of 
time for achieving it. 

About Us
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New World Group of companies has stood as sign of reliable and quality services ever since its 
foundation. We have always ensured to deliver travel and services that meets our customer’s 
needs and demands as it is our core business to make them satisfied and content with what we 
deliver. Hence, we have maintained our standards while serving our clients domestically and 
internationally.

On account of our vision, “Brand growth and ultimate customer satisfaction” serves as a 
compass upon which we have evolved the level of our services which is from simple travel to 
exclusive ones by the help of fusion of several companies that have worked together and 
pioneered in the particular fields. This has caused New World Group to conquer the position of 
Aviation giant at present.

The business has been handling fifty times more than the load it has handled in previous times 
during when it was started in year 2005. This is a huge step for the Group as we have not just 
maintained a good brand image but we have also sustained our investments and quality 
services in the form of model travel related technology. Presently, the positioning of New World 
Group is itself counted as the top leading travel and services Group in Pakistan. The main aim 
of the Group is to attain the same position throughout Asia and eventually covering all over the 
world. We are regarded as one of the few Groups that have been offering services as a one stop 
suppler covering an entire spectrum of business travel, tourism and entertainment services with 
efficient and flexible solutions. We ensure to provide solutions with top quality and high 
standards. We are IATA certified and we provide a key advantage to our partners to save their 
costs, resources and time while availing our services. This also enables them to compete 
rigorously and effectively in their particular source markets. 

We welcome you warm heartedly for sharing our vision and benefit from our professionalism, 
personalized approach, comprehensive product portfolio, expertise and flexibility. In the 
upcoming pages, we will provide you a comprehensive overview about our organization, its 
services and its historical background. We hope that you will give us an opportunity for 
examining the areas together we could work even harder on a mutual and fruitful beneficial base 
in the near future.

Mr. SOHAIL NAKRAWALA
A Valuable Message from New World Group’s CEO,



    OUR MISSION
“One-stop solutions provided for all purpose travelling;
Religious, Business and Pleasure”

    OUR VISION
Our vision is to provide ease and comfort to our clients through innovative practices while 
keeping our core values in check.

By focusing on brand growth and image, we aim to make New World Group an international 
name for exemplary customer satisfaction.
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CORE VALUES

To make our clientele satisfy with our quality services and solutions

Keep a core focus and never compromise on our quality standards

Maintain a steady check on the offered market prices from our competitors to 
ensure that our top notch services are affordable for our customers in order to 
deliver value for their money

Promote a diverse culture and sustain harmony among our workforce

Retain employees with care so they make a gesture to care for our customers 
in return
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STRENGTHS

We have upheld strong business relationships with the aviation field, relevant 
ministries and government functionaries in order to attain an excellent commercial 
and social value for our brand

We have been constantly preserving long term relations along with our standards 
and principles for acquiring customer satisfaction

We have a wide coverage of travel market and we have acquired expertise in 
handling Hajj, Umrah and Ziarah traffic

We hold an excellent capability for achieving a constant yearly growth in revenue 
while keeping a perfect track record in the aviation industry

We are well experienced in handling leisure tour operations such as event 
management, group movements, transfers, car rental facilities, sight-seeing, cruise 
booking and hotel booking services.
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FUTURE PLANS
To commence a restructuring of our organizational setup in order to strengthen our 
company’s practices.

To improve and streamline aviation services with respect to the changing customer’s 
demands and requirements.

To establish more office branches in other locations in Pakistan and internationally

To modify the IT Framework and incorporate sophisticated communication and data 
management systems.

To perform a market analysis and research on continual basis by utilizing contemporary 
marketing strategies and tactics while keeping a steady follow up from every registered 
station.

To develop effective marketing plans and implementation procedures for ensuring 
efficient maintenance of the leadership positions all over Pakistan
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ACHIEVEMENTS

Year 
2007

Received Loyal Customer Award in 
recognition of Abacus Support

The company showed a tremendous 
growth in covering volumes and the 
growth rate accelerated extremely 
high in terms of both clients and 
customers

Year 
2008

Received Appreciation Award in 
recognition of quick success for New 
World Travel & Tours by Abacus

This was the very first time since the 
inception of New World Travel & 
Tours and the company was 
recognized as Pakistan’s no.1 
agency measured by the ratings

Year 
2013

Awarded for the conference on 
Framework of Respectful Workplace 
‘Merit Culture’ by Innovative Kays

A depiction of New World’s stance on 
being an Equal Rights Employer and 
its strong belief on Merit Culture 
within an organization

Year 
2016

The Royal Consulate of Saudi Arabia 
awarded its Hajj & Umrah Dropbox 
facility 

The achievement of this Visa Dropbox 
made our partner ‘Haadiya Hajj & 
Umrah Company’ touches new highs 
with business pouring in from every 
corner of Pakistan

Year 
2010

Launched Haadiya Hajj & Umrah Services with affordable packages and high quality services for 
the pilgrims travelling from Pakistan

The formation with Haadiya Hajj & Umrah Services was a big achievement for New World as the 
focus to provide value for money for the customers while using accumulated resources.

Acquired 2nd position in the honor of rendering Best Travelling Services in Pakistan

New World achieved a big success due to the intense hard work as this position made them more 
confident in achieving a bigger dream and pioneering internal capabilities

Year 
2011

Formation of Global Airways Travel and Tours for catering Charter Business in Pakistan
At this period of time, Global Airways Travel turned as the third constituent of New World Travel & 
Tours towards the achievement of goal for being a conglomerate Group. 

Achieved Award of Excellence in Recognition of Outstanding Support

The motto of the company was kept for being a customer centric company while focusing on 
precision and a 24x7 availability of customer support was provided for which this award was 
awarded.

Year 
2012

Received Supporting Agent Reward for former year performance (2011)
This was the second ward that was achieved by New World for excellence in growth within the 
same year of formation of Global Airways. It was a great accomplishment that we’re still proud of.

Awarded Appreciation Award by AUC in South Korea (Seoul)

This award turned as the very first international acclaimed recognition. It became an indication of 
the realization how New World Group is becoming massive in truly terms

Year 
2005

New World Travel & Tours (Pvt) Ltd. 
came into existence 

At this time, Pakistan’s top travel 
agency

Year 
2009

NW Aviation Services Holiday 
division came into being for 
promotion of Leisure & Business 
Tourism 

New World welcomed NW Aviation 
Services as they reacted to the 
market needs and picked the 
opportunity for catering to a new 
customer segment specifically
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Personalized Airport Meet & Greet:
We offer assitance at al airports seven days a week to offer meet & greet 
services and assist with arrival and/or departure procedures.

Ground Transportation
A wide range of transportation vehicles from limousines to 
40-seater coaches are on call. Every effort is made to ensure t
hat the transportation service provided is of high-quality

Special Interest Programs 
We offer custom designed programs to cater to our customers 

tours for newly married couples and etc. 

Hotel Accommodation & Reservation  
Our extensive volume of business and close relationship with 
a number of worldwide Hotel groups  

Local Sightseeing:
We offer a range of daily sightseeing tours as well as day trips in 
and around worldwide. Specialized theme programs are available 
for groups and incentive tours. 
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Destination 
Management:

MEETINGS • INCENTIVES • CONFERENCES • EXHIBITIONS   
The success of any event depends on its theme and the agenda as well as its logistical execution. We take 
away the logistical problems and headaches from you so that you can focus on the strategic goals of your 
event.
 
Our specialized event management division has extensive experience in organizing numerous events 
ranging from small scale meetings to international conferences and exhibitions. We provide custom client 
solutions to individual events. We understand that when planning incentive travel nips, meetings, 

objectives and company culture. 



CONSOLIDATION PARTNERS

Emirates is one of the world's largest international airline with a global 
footprint across six continents.Emirates works hard to earn the loyalty 
of  its  passengers   and  to  win  over  new   customers by continually 
investing in new products, services and technology.

Qatar Airways is the national  carrier of the State of  Qatar. Based in Doha, 
the Airline's trendsetting on-board product focuses on: comfort, fine cuisine, 
the latest in-flight audio & video  entertainment, award-winning service and 
a modern aircraft fleet averaging around 5 years of age.

PIA became the first Asian airline to  operate jet aircraft with the induction 
of the Boeing 707 into  commercial service on  7 March 1960, and later in 
1964 became the first non-Communist airline to fly to China. PIA Pakistan 
International  Airlines is  Certified  as  a  2-Star  Airline for the quality of its 
airport and onboard product and staff service.Product rating includes seats, 
amenities, food & beverages, IFE, cleanliness etc, and service rating is for 
both cabin staff and ground staff

Saudia, formerly known as Saudi Arabian Airlines, is the flag carrier of Saudi 
Arabia,  based  in  Jeddah. The  airline's  main  operational  base  is  at King 
Abdulaziz International Airport in Jeddah. King Khalid International Airport in 
Riyadh and King Fahd International Airport in Dammam are secondary hubs

We enjoy on acquiring a great position among the top consolidators operating in Pakistan. 
Our consolidation partners are the following airways
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Etihad Airways is the United Arab Emirates second largest airline after Emirates 
and was founded in 2003.
Graham E. Cooke, Founder, World Travel Awards, said: “Etihad Airways 
continues to set the global benchmark for aviation. Its commitment to improving 
its customer service,  technology  and inflight  experience is unrivalled and I am 
delighted that it has been acknowledged by both the travel trade and the public.”



CONSOLIDATION PARTNERS

FlyDubai is a low cost air carrier and known as a native airline in Dubai that 
covers over 60 destinations across the Middle East, Eastern Europe, 
Russia and Africa. The airlines were established by the Government of 
Dubai and currently it has been operating from terminal 2 at the Dubai 
International Airport. Since the foundation of FlyDubai, the organization has 
been devoted for making air travel simpler, reasonable and smoother. 

Flynas has been a leading low cost air carrier from Saudi Arabia with a 
young fleet of around 26 aircrafts. Flynas operates about 1,000 weekly 
Flights to 30 destinations within and outside of Saudi Arabia. The company 
was established in year 2007, and has operated over 170,000 flights 
successfully while carrying 18 million passengers. The air traffic has been 
increasing with a steady growth which has been a good sign for Flynas. 

SereneAir is a premium airline operating in Pakistan with a mission of 
rejuvenating domestic flying experience of our customers. They had been 
using avant-garde technology, top notch service, eclectic cuisine and 
expansive destination for providing an excellent aviation experience 

AIR SIAL is a licenced airline to provide scheduled passenger & cargo 
services in domestic and international markets. AIR SIAL is committed 
to offer services Air Sial is a Pakistani airline headquartered in Sialkot, 
Pakistan.  It is  the  third  private  airline  of  Pakistan,  inaugurated  on 
Wednesday, 9 December 2020.

We enjoy on acquiring a great position among the top consolidators operating in Pakistan. 
Our consolidation partners are the following airways
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Jazeera is an airline in   with its head office situated in the base of Kuwait 
International Airport in Al Farwaniyah Governorate. They had been 
operating scheduled services in the Middle East countries. Since the launch 
of Jazeera Airways, the fleet has been experiencing a steady growth and 
presently, they have secured a second position as the Kuwait’s national 
airlines. The airways believe to work on dynamic principles as they are 
popularized as low cost air carriers in the Middle East.



INTEGRAL COMPANIES

Haadiyah Hajj & 
Umrah Services

Work Nature: Hajj, Umrah and Ziyarat

Description: 
• Moving huge traffic of pilgrims to Saudi Arabia, Iran, Iraq and otherrelevant areas

• Helping with customer queries and requests from inbound inquiries

• Giving professional suggestions on Hajj, Umrah and Ziarah trips

• Making arrangements on visa’s transfers

• Making flight and special accommodations for customers

New World Travel & 
Tours (Pvt.) Ltd

Work Nature: Travel & Tours

Description: 
• IATA Registered Travel Management Company

• Making flight, insurance and accommodation arrangements

• Using booking system for securing customer reservations on tours and holidays

• Collecting processed payments on account of provision of services

• Giving advises to clients on travel arrangement including passport and visa arrangements

NW Aviation Services Work Nature: Travel & Tours

Description: 
• Non-IATA Registered Travel Management Company

• Managing flight and accommodation services by using a booking system for securing trips

• Collecting processed payments on account of provision of services

• Giving advises to clients on travel arrangement including passport and visa arrangements

Murtaza Manpower 
Recruiting Agency

Work Nature: Manpower Recruitment

Description: 
• Attracting respective candidates for the offered jobs and matching their capabilities according 

to permanent or temporary positions in the client’s organizations.

• Working with client companies and sustaining good relations for establishing good relationships 

for gaining a better understanding about their recruitment requirements and needs.

• The manpower recruitment services are mainly provided in Gulf and Far East nations.

Global Airways Travel Work Nature: Travel & Tours

Description: 
• IATA Registered Travel Management Company

• Managing travel requirements based on holiday, tourism and business related services and 

packages

• Planning and selling insurances, accommodations, transportations and other travel related 

services

Waseem Rehmani & Sons
Work Nature:  Maintenance & House Keeping Services

Description:
• Janitorial Services

• Engineering Works

• Manpower Supply
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TRAVEL AGENCY

Domestic & International Air Tickets
We deal in booking both domestic and international air 
tickets on affordable rates

Airport Assistance
There are many customers who are unable to deal with 
airport related matters, hence we also cater airport assistance 
as we belief to provide care at our utmost

Hotel Reservations
We make hotel reservations on tours and destinations 
on best prices

Transportation Rental
New World also provides transportation rental services in case 
our customers need transportation at their desired travel destination

Honeymoon Packages
We provide reasonably priced honeymoon packages that are 
planned according to your dream honeymoon

Itinerary Planning
We offer itinerary planning to our clients and customers in 
order to make their tours exciting and fun

Visa Support
We also provide visa support to help our clients to face 
no hassle in visa related issues.

Travel insurance
We also cater towards travel insurance in order to make 
our clients and customers easily deal with medical assistance 
at any travel destination

Hajj and Umrah Packages
We provide Hajj, Umrah and Ziarah packages at 
reasonable prices
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HAJJ & UMRAH
We facilitate our customers’ requests and 
inquiries 

We offer professional advices and 
suggestions on Hajj, Umrah and Ziarah 
Tours

We make all necessary arrangement on 
Visas, Transfers and flights

We ensure to serve our clients with special 
and best possible accommodations

CORPORATES
New World Group of Companies brings 
deep industry based expertise to our 
clients. Our distinctive approach also 
reflects our commitment to all major 
platforms that are highly relevant for 
companies across industries such as 
Banking, Fashion, NGOs, Textiles, 
FMCGs, Chemical, Media, Technology, 
Pharmaceutical and many more

Distributor Agreement between New World 
Travel & Tours  (Pvt)  and  TPL  Insurance 
which  will  be  mutually   beneficial  for  its 
valued Customers and Trade Partners.

TPL INSURANCE
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OFFICE LOCATIONS

11/a, durand road, 
nouman center, lahore.

First Floor, Junaid Plaza 66w, 
Jinnah Avenue, Blue Area, 

Islamabad.

07, Business Citu Upper 
Ground Floor, Bosan Road, Multan.

G-252, Ground Floor, 
Rex Center, Zaibunissa Street, 

Saddar, Karachi.

Islamabad

Lahore

Multan

karachi

Texas

610, WOODHAVEN PL. 
RICHARDSON TX 75081

Office # 13, Dubai Deira, 
Fareej Marar, Zarooni Building, 

P.O.Box 98321, Uae.

North Central Area, 60th King F
Ahad Road, 20012 Madina.

USA
UAESAUDI ARABIA

PAKISTAN

Dubai

Madina
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CONTACT DETAILS
G252/249, Ground Floor, Rex Centre
Zaib Un Nisa Street, Sadar Karachi

Info@nwg.com.pk

(+92-21) 35658394-98  |  (+92-21) 37015142

www.nwg.com.pk

COME TO US FOR STARTING AN  
EXCITING NEW JOURNEY!  

SO, WHAT ARE YOU 

 WAITING FOR  

 

SO, WHAT ARE YOU 

 


